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PACIFIC OCEAN AQUAFARMS PROJECT SCOPING MEETING 

TEXT FROM CHAT 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2020, 3:00 PM PDT 

 
3:09:28 PM PDT    from Matt O'Malley: Hello.  Why has the application to the Army Corp not 
been made public prior to scoping comment deadlines? 
 
3:42:31 PM PDT    from Amanda Canepa: Hi, can you please specify the total area of the 
seafloor the the project is anticipated to cover? 
 
3:43:37 PM PDT    from emaher: can you describe how the farm will work once it is on line and 
the science and best management practices that will be used to make the farm sustainable? 
 
3:44:05 PM PDT    from maureen murphy: Is there any information available now about the 
possible water quality impact from the fish farm? 
 
3:44:24 PM PDT    from terry salmon: What will the navigation and use restrictions be around 
the aqua farm? 
 
3:45:44 PM PDT   from terry salmon: Will the yellow tail be feed live food or pellets. 
 
3:45:47 PM PDT    from Mike C: Are the cages where the Californi Yellowtail will be housed be 
net pens or will they be along the lines of aquapods?  How will these be tethered to the sea 
floor?  How deep will the anchors have to be imbedded into the sea floor? 
 
3:46:58 PM PDT    from Lucero Sanchez: Can you discuss the feed to fish ration for sushi grade 
yellowtail and how that is supposed to help our global food supply issues? 
 
3:47:04 PM PDT    from DHeinemann: What sized vessels will be used to service the facility and 
how many trips to and from the harbor are anticipated to be need per day or week? 
 
3:49:54 PM PDT    from Mike C: What protections will be adopted so that what happened in the 
Puget Sound (net pen destruction and escape of farmed fish) wont happen here? 
 
3:54:00 PM PDT    from terry salmon: Will you have more answers for the scoping report before 
the EIS is drafted 
 
3:54:54 PM PDT    from John Law: Will there be a safety zone around the fish pens that will not 
allow fishing and other marine uses? What scale of this zone beyond 370 acres? 
 
3:57:43 PM PDT    from emaher: What is the timing to issue EPA/ACOE permits after NEPA is 
complete? 
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4:01:58 PM PDT   from maureen murphy: Will the farm be lighted 24 hours a day and will this 
be visible from the shore? 
 
4:02:11 PM PDT    from Mike C: Can you post the link to the map(s) in the chat 
 
4:02:39 PM PDT    from Cristi: https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/national/aquaculture/pacific-
ocean-aquafarms-environmental-impact-statement 
 
4:03:54 PM PDT    from Mike C: Thanks Cristi! 
 
4:04:09 PM PDT    from Cristi: You're welcome. 
 
4:07:50 PM PDT   from Lyall Bellquist: How will they address offshore aquaculture biosecurity, 
given a 30-year history of documented viral and bacterial outbreaks in fishes at HSWRI? 
 
4:10:31 PM PDT    from Lauren Valentino: Are the occurrence of HAB events considered in the 
siting process? If a red tide event similar to the major event that occured off San Diego this past 
April/May, how may that impact fish confined to a floating pen? 
 
4:11:57 PM PDT    from Jeffrey Lee Varenkamp: Is the intention to use submersible circle cages 
to pen the fish.  Wil there be a specific requirement for the containment material?  And will 
there be the use of copper coatings to inhibit marine growth on the nets? 
 
4:26:07 PM PDT    from Cristi: https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/national/aquaculture/pacific-
ocean-aquafarms-environmental-impact-statement 
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